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Multiorbital Hubbard models host strongly correlated ‘Hund’s metals’ even for interactions much
stronger than the bandwidth. We characterize this interaction-resilient metal as a mixed-valence
state. In particular it can be pictured as a bridge between two strongly correlated insulators: a
high-spin Mott insulator and a charge-disproportionated insulator which is stabilized by a very
large Hund’s coupling. This picture is confirmed comparing models with negative and positive
Hund’s coupling for different fillings. Our results provide a characterization of the Hund’s metal
state and connect its presence with charge disproportionation, which has indeed been observed in
chromates and proposed to play a role in iron-based superconductors.
The concept of Hund’s metal has been introduced [1]
to rationalize the observation that, in theoretical mod-
els of iron-based superconductors, ruthenates, and other
materials, many observables turn out to be remarkably
dependent on Hund’s coupling J rather than on the Hub-
bard interaction U . In Ref. [2] it has been shown that
–for integer occupation different from global half-filling–
Mott localization happens in two steps. As a function of
Hubbard U , the effective mass enhancement first grows,
then flattens and remains relatively large in a wide range
of interactions [2], while the critical U for Mott localiza-
tion is pushed to very large values [3]. Therefore we have
a wide region of parameters with a strongly correlated
metal which is resilient with respect to Mott localization
despite a strong Coulomb interaction. This two-faced
role of Hund’s coupling has been called Janus effect. The-
oretical studies [4–8] enriched the picture showing: (i)
anomalies of the spin response [9] and finite-temperature
spin-freezing at Hund’s metal crossover [4, 10]; (ii) orbital
decoupling associated with quenching of charge excita-
tions between different orbitals, favoring a strong differ-
entiation in the degree of correlation of different orbitals
(orbital selectivity) [11–13]; (iii) anomalous increase of
charge fluctuations [12]; (iv) enhancements of nematic
orbital differentiation [14] and electronic compressibil-
ity [15, 16]. The latter have been proposed as boost-
ers for superconductivity and can be naturally connected
with charge-ordering instabilities, which have been pro-
posed in iron-based superconductors [17] and chromium
perovskites [18–20].
Despite the fast advances of our understanding of
these phenomena, the very existence of a metallic so-
lution when both U and J are large remains surprising
since both interactions are intuitively expected to con-
strain electron mobility. In this work we address this
and related questions in a three-orbital correlated model,
and we link the survival of Hund’s metal to the exis-
tence of competing insulators. One of these is a charge-
disproportionated insulator compatible with the unusual
metal-insulator transition observed in PbCrO3 [18, 19].
We consider the three-orbital Kanamori model,
Hint = U
∑
a
na↑na↓ + (U − 3J)
∑
a<b, σ
naσnbσ
+ (U − 2J)
∑
a 6=b
na↑nb↓ + J
∑
a 6=b
d+a↑d
+
a↓ db↓db↑
− J
∑
a 6=b
d+a↑da↓ d
+
b↓db↑ (1)
= (U − 3J) nˆ
2
2
− J
(
2S2 +
1
2
L2
)
, (2)
where nˆ =
∑
aσ d
†
aσdaσ is the local electron number
operator, whose expectation value is the average den-
sity n¯ (a = 1, 2, 3 labels the orbital and σ =↑, ↓ the
spin components), while S = 12
∑
a, σσ′ d
†
aσσˆσσ′daσ′ and
L =
∑
ab, σ d
†
aσ
ˆ`
abdbσ are the spin and orbital angular
momentum operators, with σˆσσ′ the Pauli matrices and
ˆ`(a)
bc = −iabc the O(3) group generators.
The form (2) is very transparent: the first term de-
scribes the on-site repulsion with strength U∗ = U − 3J
and the second the exchange mechanism responsible for
Hund’s rules, which favor, for positive J , high spin and
orbital angular momentum configurations. The form (3)
details all the microscopic interactions. In particular, U∗
controls the repulsion between electrons in different or-
bitals with same spin. We study this model in a wider
range of parameters with respect to most previous inves-
tigations, considering also (i) the regime U∗ < 0, which
is usually discarded because some Coulomb matrix ele-
ments are negative, and (ii) both positive and negative J .
Negative values of U∗ and J have been proposed in some
compounds. The model (2) with J < 0 has been intro-
duced [21–23] for alkali-doped fullerides A3C60 (A = K,
Rb, Cs), where the coupling between electrons and vi-
brational modes of the C60 molecule induces an effective
interaction of the same form of the J-term but with oppo-
site sign. Since the amplitude of the phonon contribution
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Figure 1. (a) Phase diagram from a color plot of Z for J > 0
and n¯ = 2. The dark blue region on the right is a Mott
insulator (sketch on the right) whereas in the upper left part
there are two insulating states: a Hund insulator (sketch on
the top) in the dark blue region and an extreme negative
charge-transfer insulator in the greyed area. (b): Z plotted
along different cuts at fixed J/U .
exceeds the electronic one, the net exchange coupling is
negative [21–23]. A negative U∗ has been proposed for
rare-earth nickelates [24] and it can be realised by differ-
ent screening processes involving, for example, the cou-
pling to a breathing phonon mode or to the other nickel
d orbitals and oxygen p orbitals [25].
We use rotation invariant slave bosons (RISB) [26] to
find approximate solutions to the model (3). Technical
details about the approach can be found in the supple-
mentary information. Within RISB the lattice enters
only through the density of states, which for simplicity
we take flat with a width W . In order to gain insight on
the physics behind the stabilization of Hund’s metal, we
limit ourselves to paramagnetic solutions without spatial
ordering, for which the details of the lattice are not cru-
cial. Broken-symmetry solutions for U∗ > 0 have been
reported in Ref. 27. The use of RISB allows us to in-
vestigate a wide range of parameters at a moderate cost,
describing the development of electronic correlation in
terms of the amplitudes (or probabilities) for the local
configurations pn,L,S , where n, L, and S are the local
occupation, angular momentum, and spin.
We start from J > 0 and n¯ = 2, a paradigmatic case
for Hund’s metal phenomenology [2]. In Fig. 1 we show
the quasiparticle weight Z, which measures the degree
of metallicity. Values close to 1 (light) correspond to
a non-interacting metal, while Z = 0 (dark blue) de-
scribes localized electrons of a correlated insulator. In
our RISB local mean-field approach 1/Z represents also
the correlation-driven mass enhancement. A first look at
the diagram shows that the metallic region is stable in a
ribbon around the U∗ = 0 line, surrounded by two insu-
lating phases. The insulator for positive U∗ is the stan-
dard high-spin Mott insulator (MI). Here charge fluctu-
ations are frozen and each lattice site is occupied by two
electrons in the lowest energy multiplet with S = L = 1.
A large U∗ localizes the electrons and J arranges them
in a high-spin configuration. For J > U/3 we find in-
stead a charge-disproportionated insulator, where two
local configurations with different charge are simultane-
ously present: empty sites, with a weight of 1/3, and
spin-3/2 triply occupied sites, with a weight of 2/3 [28].
This state is the result of an attractive U∗ < 0 and a large
Hund’s coupling, favoring configurations with three elec-
trons so as to achieve the highest possible spin. To retain
an average density n¯ = 2, one site must remain empty
every two triply-occupied sites. We label this state as
Hund’s insulator (HI). Within our paramagnetic RISB
solution empty sites are randomly distributed. If we al-
low for spatial symmetry breaking, we can expect some
ordering. Perturbation theory for large J is expected to
give rise to antiferromagnetic and non-local repulsion of
order t2/J , and three-electron hopping terms of order
t3/J2. The competition can lead to charge ordering or
even to metallic behavior, depending on the nature of the
lattice. We do not undertake the study of such lattice-
dependent phases since our Hund’s metal picture would
apply also if the pure HI turns into an ordered phase or
into a very bad metal.
The two insulating solutions have purely atomic char-
acter and we can understand their competition in the
atomic limit W = 0. The MI is the ground state for
0 < J/U < 1/3 and the HI for 1/3 < J/U < 3/4. The
two insulators are degenerate for J/U = 1/3. Interest-
ingly, on the same line a third insulator with either singly
or (high-spin) triply occupied sites, with equal probabil-
ities p1,1,1/2 = p3,0,3/2 = 1/2, is degenerate alongside the
MI and HI. Although this state is never the lowest-energy
insulator, its presence is relevant for the properties of the
metallic regime. For J/U > 3/4 the (unphysically) large
negative U∗ favors maximal charge imbalance, so that
each site is occupied by either 0 or 6 electrons with weight
p0,0,0 = 2/3 and p6,0,0 = 1/3 (grey region in the plot).
We now turn to the metallic region separating the MI
and HI. Figure 1 (b) shows cuts of Z at fixed J/U . For
J/U close to 1/3 we observe the two-step localization
(‘Janus effect’), with Z remaining asymptotically finite
along the degeneracy line. In Fig. 2 (a), instead, we fol-
low the population of each multiplet as a function of U ,
keeping J/U fixed to 1/3. For small J and U (bottom left
part of Fig. 1 phase diagram) all atomic multiplets are
populated and hopping takes place between any pairs of
multiplets that are compatible with Wigner-Eckart theo-
rem. An increase of either U or J has the same net effect
of reducing Z by disfavoring some multiplets, thereby re-
ducing the phase space for hopping: an increase of U re-
duces the population of multiplets with particle number
different from the average density (in this case, n¯ = 2),
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Figure 2. First row: population of the various multiplets: (a)
as a function of U/W at J/U = 1/3; (b) as a function of J/U
at fixed U/W = 3.5. Second row: charge-charge correlations
(total, interorbital, and intraorbital); (c) and (d) refer to the
same parameters as in (a) and (b), respectively.
whereas an increase of J tends to reduce the population
of multiplets with low spin.
For weak interactions the reduction is relatively slow,
but when we reach the Hund’s metal crossover, the dif-
ferentiation in multiplet occupations suddenly becomes
strong: most multiplets have basically zero population,
while only a few states survive with a large probabil-
ity that remains almost constant by further increasing
the interaction. These are the high-spin states for each
charge sector, which are also the building blocks of the
three degenerate insulators. However, this strong phase-
space limitation does not lead to a suppression of Z as
one might naively expect. The reason is that among the
surviving multiplets we have high-spin states whose lo-
cal occupation differs by one unit, allowing for hopping
processes. This is only possible owing to the dispropor-
tionated nature of the HI and the other degenerate in-
sulator. Exactly on the U∗ = 0 line we have finite hop-
ping even when U/W and J/W go to infinity. When
we depart from this line, the atomic states are no longer
degenerate. However, reasonably close to it, the energy
splitting is small. This implies that a relatively small
hopping value is sufficient to overcome the splitting and
give rise to a metal. As the ratio J/U moves away from
1/3, the critical U is more and more reduced, as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). The evolution of multiplet occupations along
a large U cut connecting the MI and HI (white dashed
line of Fig. 1, fixed U = 3.5W ) is shown in Fig. 2 (b).
The main message is that Z is maximized when the pop-
ulations of the various multiplets become comparable,
thereby optimizing the kinetic energy. This observation
leads us to identify the Hund’s metal as a mixed-valence
state which exists because of the degeneracy (or near
degeneracy) between atomic insulators. Along the line
J/U = 3/4 the HI and the fully disproportionated insu-
lator are degenerate. Yet, no hopping process is possible
between the atomic states characterizing the two insula-
tors and no metallic solution appears.
In Fig. 2 (c) and (d) we plot the total, interorbital,
and intraorbital local charge correlations, Cab = 〈nˆanˆb〉−
〈nˆa〉〈nˆb〉, along the same lines of panels (a) and (b), re-
spectively. Panel (c) shows that, inside Hund’s metal, in-
terorbital correlations are zero along the U = 3J line, re-
flecting the physics of orbital decoupling [12], whereas in-
traorbital correlations are finite, so that the total charge
fluctuations remain finite. More interestingly, panel (d)
reveals that intraorbital fluctuations are frozen to a con-
stant value throughout the large U cut connecting the
MI and HI. This is due to the complete quench of in-
traorbital double occupancies. Instead, interorbital cor-
relations remain active and their variation drives the
change in the total charge fluctuations. The latter are
indeed zero in the MI and become finite when enter-
ing the Hund’s metal, increasing rapidly as we approach
the charge-disproportionated HI (namely for J > U/3,
when interorbital correlations change sign). The increase
of charge correlations preludes to a phase-separation in-
stability. The above phenomenology is consistent with
Ref. [12], where the behavior of charge fluctuations is un-
derstood via the energetics of hopping processes between
the allowed multiplets.
Our analysis can be used to interpret experiments on
ACrO3 compounds, where the 3d orbitals are populated
by two electrons per site. BaCrO3 has been characterized
as a Hund’s system which becomes insulating because of
spin-orbital ordering [29, 30], while A = Ca is a sur-
prising antiferromagnetic metal with structural anoma-
lies [31] and A = Sr displays phase separation [32]. Most
importantly for this manuscript, PbCrO3 is experimen-
tally characterized as a charge-disproportionated insula-
tor. References [18, 19] propose the same pattern we find
for U < 3J , whereas Ref. [20] invokes a different dispro-
portionation pattern, although with the same net effect
of maximizing the total spin. This scenario is compatible
with a crossover where the Ba compound has a positive
U∗ which is progressively reduced when moving towards
the Ca and Sr systems, becoming eventually negative
with Pb. This evolution of the effective interaction can
be attributed to electron-phonon coupling, which might
further strengthen the charge disproportionation by low-
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Figure 3. Z of the Hund system at n¯ = 3. The dark blue
region is the Mott-Hund insulator, whereas the lighter regions
(Z 6= 0) denote a metallic state. The inset shows cuts of Z at
fixed J/U .
ering the lattice symmetry.
At global half-filling, n¯ = 3, the Janus effect does not
occur (see Fig. 3). The key point is that, in this case,
the MI and HI coincide and consist in a uniform solution
with three electrons per site and S = 3/2. In other words,
U and J do not compete but rather cooperate to create
the maximal spin state. Hence, the region of large U
and J is simply occupied by this Mott/Hund insulator.
All multiplets except the ground state are filtered out
by interactions and the lack of degenerate states in the
atomic regime completely destroys Hund’s metal physics,
confirming the crucial role of degenerate insulators in the
genesis of the correlation-resilient metal.
The maximal degeneracy found on the U = 3J line
is specific to the Kanamori interaction, in particular to
the ratio r = 4 between the coefficients of the S2 and L2
terms in Eq. (2). For r 6= 4 –yet still enforcing the spin
and orbital rotation invariance– the degeneracy between
the MI and HI is preserved (at a different J/U ratio) and
the Hund’s metal survives. More complex models, such
as the full Coulomb interaction for the whole d mani-
fold, reduce the symmetry of the problem and split the
degeneracy between the insulators. However, as long as
the different insulating states are reasonably close in en-
ergy, we still expect a Hund’s metal phenomenology with
a finite critical value of U/W .
The link between the persistence of metallic solutions
at strong coupling and the degeneracy between atomic in-
sulators can be strengthened by analyzing the model for
negative J , which has been introduced to study alkali-
metal doped fullerides. Although realistic estimates for
fullerenes imply U  |J |, leading to superconductivity
adjacent to the Mott insulator [21–23, 33, 34], we shall
nonetheless study the J < 0 model in the whole param-
eter space. We focus on the underlying normal state
Figure 4. Z in a JT system at n¯ = 2 (a,b) and n¯ = 3 (c,d).
For n¯ = 3 and |J |/U = 1/2 (degeneracy between Mott and
pairing insulators), Z remains asymptotically finite at arbi-
trarily large U . Corresponding cuts at fixed |J |/U are shown
in the right panels (b,d).
(metallic or insulating) in order to unveil the attractive
counterpart of Hund’s metal. In Fig. 4 we show the quasi-
particle weight in the paramagnetic state at n¯ = 2 and
n¯ = 3. Notice the strong similarity between the n¯ = 3
JT system and the n¯ = 2 Hund system (cf. Fig. 1). An-
alyzing the atomic limit for n¯ = 3, also here we find
that the MI, characterized by three electrons on each
site populating the lowest energy multiplet L = 1 and
S = 1/2, becomes degenerate with a distinct and com-
peting insulating state at a certain |J |/U ratio, in this
case 1/2. Indeed, for |J |/U > 1/2 the energetically fa-
vorable insulator is an inhomogeneous state consisting of
spin and orbital singlets, where every site is occupied by
either two or four electrons, populating the L = S = 0
states with fractions p2,0,0 = p4,0,0 = 1/2. Charge fluc-
tuations are gapped here by the singlet binding energy.
This disproportionated insulator can be seen as a pairing
insulator [35, 36] formed by an incoherent collection of
pairs which are not allowed to condense in a superfluid.
Like in the n¯ = 2 Hund system, a metallic solution in-
trudes between the two insulators. The evolution of mul-
tiplet occupations mirrors the results of Fig. 2. For small
interactions all multiplets are populated. Then, a sharp
crossover leads to a highly correlated JT metal [33, 37]
(in analogy with Hund’s metal), where the only popu-
lated multiplets are those already present in the insulat-
ing states, namely the low-spin states with 2, 3, or 4 elec-
trons per site. The emergent JT metal can be regarded
as a mixed-valence state where, due to the degeneracy
between insulating states, the systems gains kinetic en-
ergy via hopping processes connecting the local configu-
5rations of the two insulators. The maximum energy gain
and largest Z are reached exactly on the line of degener-
acy, where the ground state is precisely halfway between
the two insulators, i.e., p3,1,1/2 = p2,0,0 + p4,0,0 = 1/2.
The similarity between JT and Hund’s metals is further
strengthened by the ‘Janus effect’, shown in Fig. 4 (d).
The lower degree of degeneracy of the JT system results
in a smaller asymptotic value of Z with respect to the
Hund system. For n¯ = 2 we recover a situation simi-
lar to the n¯ = 3 Hund case. Here the pairing insulator
(lowest spin state) coincides with the MI (minimal charge
imbalance), therefore U and J promote the same insulat-
ing state. Thus the metallic solution survives only in the
bottom left part of the phase diagram and no JT metal
emerges. We finally notice that, despite the common ori-
gin of the mixed-valence metals, in the JT system the
charge-transfer gap remains positive for any J < 0 and
does not vanish on the line of degeneracy.
In this manuscript we have established a strong link be-
tween the existence of an interaction-resilient Hund’s (or
Jahn-Teller) metal and the degeneracy between compet-
ing insulators. In the paradigmatic case of a Kanamori
model with two electrons in three orbitals, the two insu-
lators are a high-spin MI and a charge-disproportionated
HI. The Hund’s metal appears as a mixed-valence state
which fluctuates between the atomic configurations of the
two insulators. For three electrons in three orbitals the
two interactions favor the same insulating solution and,
accordingly, Hund’s metal physics disappears. A nega-
tive Hund’s coupling gives rise to an analogous scenario,
where for three electrons we find a JT metal [33, 37]
intruding between two degenerate insulators, while for
two electrons the interactions cooperate to form a Mott-
pairing insulator. We eventually connect Hund’s driven
correlations with charge disproportionation. Remark-
ably, the same disproportionation pattern characterizing
the HI has been experimentally observed in PbCrO3.
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ROTATION INVARIANT SLAVE BOSONS:
FORMALISM AND NUMERICAL
IMPLEMENTATION
The results presented in the main text are obtained
by applying a mean-field approximation scheme, namely
the rotation invariant slave boson (RISB) formalism, to
the three-orbital Hubbard-Kanamori model, whose local
Hamiltonian reads
Hint = U
∑
a
na↑na↓ + (U − 3J)
∑
a<b, σ
naσnbσ
+ (U − 2J)
∑
a6=b
na↑nb↓ + J
∑
a 6=b
d+a↑d
+
a↓ db↓db↑
− J
∑
a6=b
d+a↑da↓ d
+
b↓db↑. (3)
This method, whose technical details are thoroughly il-
lustrated in Refs. [26] and [34], provides a reliable de-
scription of the Fermi liquid behavior of a strongly corre-
lated multiorbital system at a moderate numerical cost,
thereby allowing us to explore the model in a wide range
of physical parameters. The rotation invariant nature of
the formalism is particularly well suited for investigating
multiorbital systems since it allows to treat all inter- and
intra-orbital local interactions on the same footing, in-
cluding non density-density terms such as pair-hopping
and spin-exchange (last two terms of Eq. (3)). This point
is crucial in a study, such as the present one, that wants
to assess the interplay between the local Coulomb inter-
action U and Hund’s exchange coupling J .
In the RISB approach, the local physical Hilbert space
of electronic states is mapped onto an enlarged Hilbert
space consisting of bosons and auxiliary fermions,
|Γ〉 7→ |Γ〉 ≡ 1√
DΓ
∑
n
φ†Γn|vac〉 ⊗ |n〉f , (4)
where {|Γ〉} is a basis set for the physical Hilbert space
and {|n〉f} are quasiparticle Fock states generated by the
auxiliary fermions,
|n〉f ≡
(
f†1
)n1 · · ·(f†M)nM |vac〉, [nα = 0, 1]. (5)
Here α = 1, . . . ,M labels the local electronic flavors,
namely orbital and spin; M is hence twice the number
of orbitals. A boson field φΓn is introduced for any pair
of physical and quasiparticle states that have the same
particle number, NΓ =
∑
α nα, as long as one is not
interested in allowing for superconductivity (the appro-
priate modification of the formalism in the presence of
superconducting order is detailed in Ref. [34]). The nor-
malization factor DΓ appearing in Eq. (4) represents then
the number of quasiparticle states with particle number
equal to NΓ,
DΓ =
(
M
NΓ
)
. (6)
7The rotational invariance of the formalism resides in the
freedom (gauge symmetry) to arbitrarily choose indepen-
dent basis sets for the physical and quasiparticle Hilbert
spaces. Taking advantage of this freedom, for practical
purposes the most convenient choice for the physical ba-
sis is given by the set of eigenstates of the local Hamil-
tonian, Hint|Γ〉 = EΓ|Γ〉, which are often referred to as
the atomic multiplets. In order to guarantee a one-to-
one mapping between physical states and states of the
enlarged Hilbert space, as expressed in Eq. (4), it is nec-
essary and sufficient to fulfill, as operator identities, the
following constraints, ∑
Γn
φ†ΓnφΓn = 1, (7)∑
Γnn′
φ†ΓnφΓn′〈n′|f†αfα′ |n〉 = f†αfα′ . (8)
The above identities are typically enforced by introducing
Lagrange multiplier fields. Finally, we conclude the setup
of the formalism by writing the expression of the physical
electron operator and physical observables in terms of the
auxiliary fields. The former operator, d†α, must be defined
in order to have the following action on the states of the
enlarged Hilbert space,
d†α|Γ〉 =
∑
Γ′
〈Γ′|d†α|Γ〉 |Γ′〉, (9)
so that the matrix elements of d†α in the enlarged Hilbert
space are the same of d†α between corresponding states
of the physical Hilbert space. This can be achieved by
writing
d†α =
∑
β
R[φ]∗αβf
†
β , (10)
with
R[φ]∗αβ =
∑
ΓΓ′,nm,γ
〈Γ′|d†α|Γ〉φ†Γ′nφΓm〈n|f†γ |m〉
×
 1√
∆ˆ(1− ∆ˆ)

γβ
, (11)
∆αβ =
∑
Γnm
φ†ΓnφΓm〈m|f†αfβ |n〉. (12)
Analogously, physical observables are also defined such
that their matrix elements in the enlarged and physical
Hilbert spaces match. In particular, normal local observ-
ables, consisting of an equal number of electron creation
and annihilation operators, are written in the enlarged
Hilbert space as
O[d†, d] =
∑
ΓΓ′
〈Γ′|O[d†, d]|Γ〉
∑
n
φ†Γ′nφΓn. (13)
Note that in all above expressions we have omitted an
implicit site index on both the boson fields and auxiliary
fermions, in order to lighten the notation.
The general purpose of the formalism is to disentan-
gle the low-energy nonlocal Fermi liquid behavior, whose
coherent quasiparticles are described by the auxiliary
fermions, from bosonic collective modes and incoher-
ent high-energy dynamics governed by local interactions,
which are now described by the boson fields. In fact, the
fermionic Hamiltonian turns out to be quadratic in the
auxiliary fermions, with renormalized hopping due to the
bosons, and the local interaction is as well quadratic in
the bosons. The non-linearity of the problem, of course,
does not simply disappear, but it now resides in the pres-
ence of Lagrange multiplier fields and boson-dependent
hopping amplitudes, which in the RISB mean-field ap-
proximation are treated at saddle-point level.
Before introducing the mean-field saddle-point approx-
imation, the exact expression of the full Hamiltonian in
the enlarged Hilbert space reads
H = Hkin +
∑
i
(H int[i] +Hconst[i]) , (14)
where
Hkin =
∑
ij, αβ
tαβij d
†
α,idβ,j
=
∑
ij, αβ
f†α,i
(
Rˆ[φi]
†tˆijRˆ[φj ]
)
αβ
fβ,j , (15)
H int[i] =
∑
Γn
EΓφ
†
Γn,iφΓn,i , (16)
Hconst[i] = λ0,i
(∑
Γn
φ†Γn,iφΓn,i − 1
)
+
∑
αβ
Λαβ,i
(
f†α,ifβ,i
−
∑
Γnn′
φ†Γn,iφΓn′,i〈n′|f†αfβ |n〉
)
. (17)
Here tˆij denotes the real-space hopping matrix, whose
Fourier transform gives the band dispersion matrix ˆ(k);
EΓ are the eigenvalues of the local interaction Hamilto-
nian; λ0,i and Λαβ,i are Lagrange multiplier fields asso-
ciated with the local constraints (7) and (8). As men-
tioned earlier, the full Hamiltonian (14) is now quadratic
in the auxiliary fermions. Hence, the latter can be
integrated out in a functional integral formulation of
the problem, yielding a purely bosonic action that de-
pends only on the slave bosons and Lagrange multiplier
fields. Importantly, the original interacting part of the
Hamiltonian is now contained in the quadratic (i.e., non-
interacting) part of the bosonic action, so that the free
boson propagators encompass already all the information
about the exact eigenstates of the (original) local inter-
action. Starting from this bosonic action, a mean-field
saddle-point approximation is eventually obtained by re-
placing all fields with their respective expectation values:
8|Γ〉 (n,L, S) g(n,L, S) E(n,L, S)
|0, 0, 0〉 (0, 0, 0) 1 0
1√
2
(|↑, 0, 0〉+ i |0, ↑, 0〉) (1, 1, 1/2) 6 0
1
2
(|↑↓, 0, 0〉 − |0, ↑↓, 0〉+ i |↑, ↓, 0〉 − i |↓, ↑, 0〉) (2, 2, 0) 5 U − J
1√
2
(|↑, 0, ↑〉+ i |0, ↑, ↑〉) (2, 1, 1) 9 U − 3J
1√
3
(|↑↓, 0, 0〉+ |0, ↑↓, 0〉+ |0, 0, ↑↓〉) (2, 0, 0) 1 U + 2J
1
2
(|↑↓, 0, ↑〉 − |0, ↑↓, ↑〉+ i |↑, ↓, ↑〉 − i |↓, ↑, ↑〉) (3, 2, 1/2) 10 3U − 6J
1
2
(|↑, 0, ↑↓〉+ i |0, ↑, ↑↓〉+ |↑, ↑↓, 0〉+ i |↑↓, ↑, 0〉) (3, 1, 1/2) 6 3U − 4J
|↑, ↑, ↑〉 (3, 0, 3/2) 4 3U − 9J
1
2
(|↑↓, 0, ↑↓〉 − |0, ↑↓, ↑↓〉+ i |↑, ↓, ↑↓〉 − i |↓, ↑, ↑↓〉) (4, 2, 0) 5 6U − 11J
1√
2
(|↑, ↑↓, ↑〉+ i |↑↓, ↑, ↑〉) (4, 1, 1) 9 6U − 13J
1√
3
(|0, ↑↓, ↑↓〉+ |↑↓, 0, ↑↓〉+ |↑↓, ↑↓, 0〉) (4, 0, 0) 1 6U − 8J
1√
2
(|↑, ↑↓, ↑↓〉+ i |↑↓, ↑, ↑↓〉) (5, 1, 1/2) 6 10U − 20J
|↑↓, ↑↓, ↑↓〉 (6, 0, 0) 1 15U − 30J
Table I. Electronic eigenstates and eigenvalues E(n,L, S) of the local interaction Hint, Eq. (3), together with their degeneracy
g(n,L, S). In the first column we have explicitly written, in the Fock basis, a representative component of each energy multiplet.
The indicated states are, for each multiplet, the eigenstates of Sz =
1
2
∑3
a=1(d
†
a↑da↑−d†a↓da↓) and L3 = i
∑
σ=↑,↓(d
†
2σd1σ−d†1σd2σ)
with the corresponding largest eigenvalue, namely Sz = S and L3 = L.
φΓn,i(τ) → 〈φΓn,i(τ)〉 ≡ ϕΓn; λ0,i(τ) → 〈λ0,i(τ)〉 ≡ λ0;
Λαβ,i(τ) → 〈Λαβ,i(τ)〉 ≡ Λαβ . The actual numerical
value of these saddle-point variables is determined by the
minimization of the following free-energy functional,
Ω[ϕ, λ0, Λˆ] = − 1
βN
∑
k
tr ln
[
1 + e−β(Rˆ[ϕ]
†ˆ(k)Rˆ[ϕ]+Λˆ)
]
+
∑
Γnn′
ϕ∗Γn
EΓδnn′ + λ0δnn′
−
∑
αβ
Λαβ〈n′|f†αfβ |n〉
ϕΓn′ − λ0, (18)
where N is the number of sites and β the inverse temper-
ature. Once the minimum stationary point of the above
functional has been found, the corresponding saddle-
point values of the boson amplitudes can be used to de-
termine, via Eq. (13), all local static observables such as
the average occupation of atomic multiplets, magnetic or
orbital order moments, spin and charge static suscepti-
bilities, and so on. Moreover, one can obtain the matrix
of quasiparticle spectral weights as
Zˆ[ϕ] = Rˆ[ϕ]Rˆ[ϕ]†. (19)
We conclude this section by identifying the relevant
(i.e., independent) slave-boson amplitudes needed in the
numerical solution of our problem, with local interaction
given by Eq. (3). In principle, in order to describe a
completely generic multi-orbital system (with no super-
conducting order) using the RISB representation (4), one
needs
∑M
NΓ=0
D2Γ =
(
2M
M
)
independent slave-boson am-
plitudes. However, this number is significantly reduced
if one takes into account all the symmetries of the prob-
lem and seeks a solution that does not spontaneously
break those symmetries. In the case of our three-orbital
Hubbard-Kanamori model with degenerate bands, the
system is characterized by a U(1)C ⊗ SU(2)S ⊗ SO(3)L
symmetry, where C, S, and L refer to charge, spin, and
orbital angular momentum transformations, respectively.
In this case, the energies of the atomic multiplets (i.e.,
the eigenvalues of the local Hamiltonian) depend only on
the quantum numbers n, L, and S, denoting the total
number of electrons, the total orbital angular momen-
tum, and the total spin, respectively. If we then consider
a paramagnetic solution that does not break the full sym-
metry of the model, as it is the case for all results pre-
sented in the main text of our work, it is sufficient to
9consider only one independent slave-boson amplitude for
each distinct eigenvalue EΓ = E(n,L, S). In particu-
lar, Wigner-Eckart’s theorem imposes that the non-zero
slave-boson amplitudes should be of the form
ϕΓn = 〈n|Γ〉Φ(EΓ) = 〈n|Γ〉Φ(n,L, S). (20)
With the above normalization, the probability to find the
system in a given atomic configuration |Γ〉 is given by
P (Γ) =
∑
n
|ϕΓn|2 = |Φ(EΓ)|2. (21)
Note that Eq. (20) ensures that all the g(EΓ) components
of a given multiplet with energy EΓ have the same prob-
ability |Φ(EΓ)|2, ruling out any possible spin or orbital
ordering. Here,
g(EΓ) = g(n,L, S) = (2L+ 1)(2S + 1) (22)
represents the degeneracy associated with a given eigen-
value EΓ = E(n,L, S). For our problem there are in total
13 distinct eigenvalues of the local Hamiltonian, listed in
Table I, and hence a corresponding number of indepen-
dent slave-boson amplitudes.
The so-called multiplet populations, discussed in the
main text and illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), are de-
fined as the probabilities to find the system in any of the
components of a given multiplet. Hence, their expression
in terms of the independent slave-boson amplitudes reads
pn,L,S = g(n,L, S)|Φ(n,L, S)|2. (23)
Regarding the details of the band dispersion ˆ(k), in
our work we have chosen to use, for the threefold de-
generate bands, a flat density of states of bandwidth W .
Although a more realistic and material-oriented density
of states can be straightforwardly implemented in the
present formalism, the choice of a simplified density of
states is actually motivated by the idea of identifying
those physical effects that are driven by the interplay and
competition between the Coulomb and Hund’s exchange
interaction and not necessarily related to a specific lat-
tice structure. We elaborate more on this point in the
next section. We also note that we would have obtained
qualitatively identical (and, quantitatively, very similar)
results, had we used a semicircular density of states, as
it is often done in dynamical mean-field theory.
